Abstract: - There are several methods used to implement intrusion detection such as statistical analysis expert Computer security is an important issue to all users of computer systems. The rapid growth of the internet, computer attacks are increasing and can easily cause millions of dollar damage to an organization. Detection of these attacks is an important issue of computer security. To minimize false alarm rate we proposed novel dual detection of IDS based on Artificial Immune System that integrating the Dendrite Cell Algorithm and Dempster Belief theory in our work fuzzy logic techniques, state transition approaches, Rule-based Detections, Pattern Structure, and these several approaches is based on the immune system were proposed in recent years. But false alarm rate was still high. This work will solve the problem of correlation and will resolve the problem of unknown and rapidly evolving harmful attacks. Our simulations show that the proposed technique has improved the correlation factor, minimizing false +ve and false –ve alarm generation and to increase the efficiency and accuracy of the IDS system.
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I. Introduction

IDS focus on exploiting attacks, or attempted attacks, on networks and systems, in order to take effective measures based on the system security policies, if abnormal patterns or unauthorized access is being suspected. A lot of methods and techniques have been proposed for the effective designing of IDS. But all technique suffered common problem that problem is detection and prediction of false positive and false negative rate is high. Due to this problem the given methodologies are not used in generalize form. So we modified one of the existing second generation AIS algorithm called Dendritic Cell Algorithm for controlling a generation of false alarm generation and also improve classification rate of data more accurately [2]. The Dendritic Cell Algorithm categories efficiently into the normal and abnormal data and Dempster-Belief theory is used to compute the probability of evidences that indicate support the attack or normal class. The use of Dempster Belief theory steadily spreads out.

II. The Dendritic Cell Algorithm

The DCA is a population-based algorithm, designed for tackling anomaly-based detection tasks. It is inspired by functions of natural DCs of the innate immune system, which form part of the body's first line of defense against invaders. DCs have the ability to combine a multitude of molecular information and to interpret this information for the T-cells of the adaptive immune system, to induce appropriate immune responses towards perceived threats. Therefore, DCs can be seen as detectors for different policing sites of the body as well as mediators for inducing a variety of immune responses [6].

a) Similarities of AIS and IDS

There are similarities between AIS and IDS both of them use pattern recognition and anomaly detection to prevent system which depends on them security-based failures. And that is the reason that IDS can be designed based on AIS Both Artificial immune system and intrusion detection system use signature and anomaly detection The Signature detection part detects the known intrusions and the anomaly detection part is used to detect new types of intrusions [3].

III. Proposed Framework

The proposed architecture contains various modules each defined with a specific purpose and connected together to identify the exact intruder in the given system. Figure 1.1 shows the architecture for the proposed new methodology for intrusion detection that is based on one of the algorithm of artificial immune system called the Dendritic Cell Algorithm (DCA) and Dempster–Belief Theory (DBT) [4].
Step 1: With the help of Dendritic Cell Algorithm we categorized data.
Step 2: Dempster-Belief theory is used to compute the probability of evidences that indicate support the attack or normal class.
Step 3: After the classification we calculate the entropy of the attack treated as signal. For the calculation of entropy let us consider set having possible event [7].

IV. Proposed Algorithm

Input : S = set of data items to be labelled safe or dangerous. Output: D = set of data items labeled classes DBF= dendritic belief function

Begin Create an initial population of dendritic cells (DCs), D Create a set to contain migrated DCs, M For all data items in S do Create a set of DCs randomly selected from D, P For all DCs in P do Add data item to DCs collected list, Update danger, PAMP and safe signal concentrations, Update concentrations of output cytokine, Migrate the DC from D to M and create a new DC in D if concentration of co-stimulatory molecules is above a threshold
End, end if entropy(bad && good) bad=high, good=low, pass DBF(bad) for all DCs in DBF do Set DC to be semi-mature if output concentration of semi-mature cytokines is greater than mature cytokines, otherwise set as mature end for all data items in S do Calculate number of times data item is presented by a mature DC and a semi-mature DC Label data item a safe if presented by more than semi-mature DCs than mature DC’s, otherwise label as dangerous Add data item to labeled set M end.

a) KDD Cup 99 Data Sets
The data set used in the experiments is ‘‘KDD Cup 1999 Data’’, which is a subversion of DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) 1998 dataset
Figure 1.3 shows that classification windows and rate of detection of data set with Svm method

b) Result analysis with the help of Graphs

The comparison of the simulation result is given in Fig. 1.2. It gives the comparison of the Accuracy rate for the classification of attack using the traditional method namely SVM and DCA with our proposed method DCA-BE. In simulation the generating function also called the activated threshold value was set to 1. The maximum accuracy rate of our algorithm is possible only by using DCA –BE method. Fig.1.3 shows when using SVM & DCA classification of the accuracy of attack never reaches even 92.00% but by using DCA-BE approaches the accuracy rate reaches 96.00%. The X-axes represents the accuracy rate and the Y-axes indicate detection generating value.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generating value</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>Dca</th>
<th>Dca-BE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>89.29</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>90.9697</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>89.79</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>91.19</td>
<td>91.55</td>
<td>96.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>91.024</td>
<td>91.53</td>
<td>96.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>91.55</td>
<td>96.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>89.79</td>
<td>94.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4 shows the Comparison

DCA and DCA-BE. In experiment 2 we calculate the TPR, TNR, FPR and FNR parameter for the different methods SVM, DCA, DCA-BE separately. From this experiment 2 we conclude that our approach gives better method for the classification of the data as well minimum TPR, TNR, FPR and FNR.

V. Conclusion

As rapid increase in unauthorized activities and abuse of computer system by both system insider and external intruder trends to increase the degree of network security. In order to increase network security various technique has been proposed but having a deficiency over IDS system in some of the situation if correlation alarm is not precise, reduction and prevention of false positive and false negative is high, at last having insufficient measurement of pattern recognition. In order to overcome all these deficiency from IDS, system over network, we propose a novel dual detection of IDS based on AIS that integrating the DCA and DBT. The DCA helps us to solve the problem of correlation and DBT theory resolves the problem of unknown and rapidly evolving harmful attacks.

VI. Future Work

Feature reduction process of KDD dataset takes large amount of time. Therefore in future work for modify feature reduction optimization for the better selection of feature in KDD dataset can be attempted.
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